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with stone and parker as a creative driving force and a major investor, the team at obsidian was able
to take the project and run with it. after drawing on stone and parker's work as a source of
inspiration, the team set out to create a game that was faithful to the spirit of the show. at the same
time, the game was also influenced by the creators' success with south park the television show. as
urquhart explains, "when we came to the end of south park: the stick of truth, we felt like it was the
culmination of everything we've ever done. we were so proud of it, and it was obvious to us that
we'd never been able to do anything as good as we'd just done on our own." in the new game, the
children discover that not only is south park a place of wealth and power, but it is the only place that
they can be safe from the destruction of the new holocaust. thus, they must embark on a quest to
the secret base where the nuclear missiles are being stored to stop the apocalypse. if you haven't
already played south park the stick of truth (pc, ps3, xbox 360, wii u), you can download the game
free of charge on xbox live, playstation network and uplay. you can also download the game for free
on the app store. the stick of truth is packed with references to south park characters, places and
popular culture. the game features voice acting by the original cast of south park and the characters
from the show are available to play in the game. the characters also use familiar catchphrases and
are voiced by the same actors who voiced them in the show.

South Park The Stick Of Truth Update 3

in the fifth chapter, "cartman's stake", the player must prevent the south park christian high school
from being destroyed by the four arch-enemies: kyle, cartman, stan, and kenny. the game was

originally meant to have two parallel storylines where the player controlled both kyle and cartman,
with each character pursuing their own agenda. the game's fourth chapter, "home of the fat kid",
was intended to be a standalone story set in the same universe as the fourth season of the show,

and as such, all characters from that episode would appear. as development progressed, the game
was expanded to include the characters from the entire fifth season of the show, with "cartman's
stake" being the only chapter that would not feature the show's characters. the game's campaign
consisted of a series of missions, and the player's choices during these missions would effect the
game's ending and final chapter, titled "defcon 2". the player is tasked with rescuing the stick of
truth, and preventing the four arch-enemies from taking control of it. the game also features a

sandbox mode, in which the player can freely roam around the game's map. the game's multiplayer
mode is similar to the sandbox mode, and allows the players to use any character they created in
the main campaign. in a press release, obsidian ceo feargus urquhart said: "we got a lot of great

laughs with south park: the stick of truth and we are looking forward to seeing how players react to
south park's new adventures in the stick of truth world. the off-the-cuff humor and violence will make

this a game not to be missed." 5ec8ef588b
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